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S u m m a r y 
 
 
 

French residential market 
 
 
In the end of 2006, the French SRI market—viewed from the demand1 side reached €16.6 

billion at year-end 2006. This is an increase of 88% in one year, which contrasts with the 

modest increase observed between 2004 and 2005 (+27%). This raise, as we forecasted last 

year, is mainly due to the investment, every time more important, of institutional investors, 

notably via dedicated management.  

 

Although the French SRI market is still constituted in majority by mutual fund management 

(58% of concerned inflows), the repartition in 2006 has been significantly modified in the 

advantage of dedicated management, which represented 28% of inflows in 2005 against 

42% in 2006. Indeed, it is the dedicated management that progresses faster with +178% 

against +52% for mutual management.  

 

This important inflows rise in dedicated management is mainly based on the emergence of 

an internal SRI dedicated management of institutional investors that did not exist up till 

now. It is the case for the ERAFP (Etablissement de la Retraite Aditionnelle pour la Fonction 

Publique) which internally manages its inflows with SRI principles. This growth results also 

from dedicated employee savings with a progress of 64%. 

 

On the whole French market, concerning both mutual and dedicated management, institutional 

investors represent an increasingly larger mass of the total inflows. With €10.5 billion, or 63% 

of inflows, (€5.15 billion or 58% in 2005), they outstrip retail investors. With €6.06 billion, they 

represent 37% of the total. However, the growth of the retail inflows was strong with +66%, 

even if it does not equalize institutional investors’ one (+104). 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 And not from the side of available supply in France, as the latter includes both French and foreign investors in their 
assets under management 
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French residential SRI market: 

Mutual and dedicated management (in billions of euros) 
 

  2004 2005 2006 2005/2006 

Retail 2.00 2.36 3.24 38% 

Institutional 2.85 3.47 4.87 40% 

Employee savings 0.15 0.48 1.49 210% 
Mutual fund 
management 

Total 5.00 6.31 9.61 26% 

Institutional 1.25 1.69 2.90 71% 
Institutional (internal 
management) 

  2.74  

Dedicated employee 
savings 

0.65 0.81 1.33 64% 

Dedicated 
management 

Total 1.90 2.50 6.96 178% 

                            Total 6.90 8.80 16.57 89% 

 
(Source: Novethic as of 12/31/2006) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

French residential SRI market: 
 

                                                                                      Analysis by type of management:  

Mutual funds retail

Pooled funds Institutional

Pooled funds employee savings 

Dedicated funds institutional 

Internal management dedicated
funds Institutional 
Dedicated employee savings

 
(Source: Novethic as of 12/31/2006) 
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French residential SRI market: 

Retail and institutional investors (in billions of euros) 
 
 

  2004 2005 2006 2005/2006 

Pooled management 2.85 3.47 4.87 40% 

Internal management   2.74  
Dedicated 
management 

1.25 1.69 2.90 71% 
Institutional 

investors 

Total 4.10 5.15 10.50 104% 

Retail management 2.00 2.36 3.25 38% 

Employee savings 0.80 1.29 2.81 118% 
Retail 

investors 
Total 2.80 3.64 6.06 66% 

                           Total 6.90 8.80 16.57 88% 

 
(Source: Novethic as of 12/31/2006) 

 
 
 

French residential SRI market: 
 

     Analysis by type of investor:                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Source: Novethic s of 12/31/2006) 
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Integration SRI approaches 
 

 the 2005 survey, Novethic has incorporated a new demand that seems to have become well-

hese integration approaches spread primarily within delegated dedicated management. 

identified some asset management firms, in mutual 

ESG criteria in the “mainstream” management by the means of the 

In

entrenched among these investors: the transversal integration on a case by case basis of 

extra-financial criteria in the conventional process of financial analysis. We continue, 

this year, to account these sums, managed with more or less concern for integrating socially 

responsible considerations into the selection and management process, without nonetheless 

blurring the distinction with respect to full-fledged and openly acknowledged SRI approaches. 

 

T

The 2006 survey permits to identify an amount around €9 billion inflows corresponding to this 

integration approach against €5 billion in 2005. To this sum, we have to add the €22 billion 

internally managed by one of the most important French institutional investor, la Caisse des 

dépôts, which, without having a systematic SRI process, affirms its consideration to 

environmental, social and governance with its dialogue with companies.  

 

In this 2006 survey, we have also 

management, which begins to propose integration funds. The ESG stakes are analyzed but 

that does not involve a systematic impact on stocks selection in the portfolio.   

 

If the diffusion of 

integration constitutes a real progress in terms of investor’s responsibility, a stake of 

practices verification spreading under this banner should emerge. It could be the case if 

integration becomes massively established in mutual management which final practices, 

composed by retail and employee, do not enjoy the same power of control than institutional 

investors. It goes from the credibility of the SRI which still remains a largely ignored or badly 

understood approach by the retail customer’s side.      
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Pooled management (FCPs and Sicavs) 
 
 
At the end of 2006, FCPs and SRI Sicav owned by French residents2 represent an almost 

€9 billions inflow that is to say a growth of +48% in one year, quite higher than the 20% 

growth between 2004 and 2005.  

 

54% are subscribed by institutional investors, 37% by retail investors (via sales through 

banking channels) and 9% (against 3% in 2005) is in form of employee savings.  

 

Although inflows owned by retail and institutional investors (financial institutions, mutual and 

insurance companies, pension fund) grew up more significantly than last year, the most 

spectacular rise comes from employee savings invested in FCPs and SRI Sicav.   

 

From €190 million to €760 millions, the employee savings inflow increase by +300%. 

However, it remains difficult to determine if this increase in assets under SRI management is 

due primarily to a rise of inflows from savers with a growing interest in SRI, to the existence of 

new SRI products on the market, or to the overall strength of the equity markets. 

 

The SRI in mutual management funds are principally invested in Euro and Europe geographic 

zones (75%), on equities (68%). Whereas a small part is invested on small and medium 

companies (3%), 29% are invested on bonds issued by governments (63%) and in minority 

by companies (22%) and supranational organizations (15%).  

 

On SRI processes, inclusive approaches like “best in class” are in majority. It consists 

generally to select the best companies on environmental, social and governance (ESG) 

criteria with more or less strict degree of requirement.  

 

Regarding exclusion approaches, just 26% of inflows are concerned. They are mostly 

managed for French residents by foreigner’s suppliers, more inclined to implement exclusion 

filter notably on the sector of armaments. But some French suppliers apply a negative 

filter on the question of violation of human rights.  

 

In SRI mutual management, two third of inflows are concerned by shareholder activism 

practice. This means that asset management companies use firstly their proxy voting exercise 

on ESG questions, legal obligation since 2003. Practically, social and environmental 

resolutions being rare in Europe, this proxy voting exercise is stressed upon the thematic of 

company governance. As regard of shareholder activism, 77% of inflows, based upon asset 

                                                 
2 The total does not meet the one in the page 4 table, where was mentioned the employee savings total in mutual 
management, FCPE SRI included. 
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management companies’ statement, are concerned by the dialogue with companies on ESG 

questions.  A much more restricted part (12%) is involved in questioning and pressuring 

companies via the implication of management companies in international investors’ 

coalitions.  

 

Employee savings 
 
 
Overall, adding sum invested in FCP and Sicav (€760 millions) to FCPE SRI ranges (€728 

millions) and dedicated FCPE (€1.32 billions), SRI employee savings represent, at the end 

of 2006, €2.77 billions instead of €1.29 billions in 2005. Inflows have increased by +118% 

since 2005(+61% between 2004 and 2005). This growth results from inflows increase in SRI 

employee savings in FCP and Sicav (+300%). But, it is also sustained by consequent 

employee savings managed in FCPE which augment for +87%.  

 

In terms of investment universe and asset classes, practices are noticeably different between 

FCPE SRI ranges and dedicated FCPE. In standardized SRI ranges, diversified management 

(62% of inflows) is preferred, as well as investment in France zone (57% of inflows). In 

dedicated employee savings, equities management predominates (63%) and the investment is 

concentrated almost fully on Euro and Europe zones. In both cases, equities universe in 

invested on blue ships listed companies.  

 

SRI methodological processes, on the other hand, are quite close. There is a real domination 

in “best in class” inclusion approaches with almost absence of exclusion approaches. 

Shareholder activism practices are in back ground compared to these practices in mutual 

management. 26% of inflows are concerned in ranges and 15% in dedicated employee 

savings.  

 

The emergence of a genuine market for SRI employee savings funds, expected since 2002 and 

the establishment of the CIES (Comité Intersyndical de l’Epargne Salariale), already taken off 

in 2005, is boosted in 2006. Nevertheless, inflows still represent less than 3% of the total of 

managed employee savings.  

 

This favorable dynamic to socially responsible investment by employees has still a high growth 

potential. It should go by a high awareness of companies, employees’ representative 

and employees.  
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Dedicated management for institutionals: SRI approaches and integration 
 
In the end of 2005, french institutional investors were still in majority in SRI via mutual 

management in OPCVM which represented a part of 66% on inflows. Institutional investors 

SRI inflows are today invested at 53% on dedicated management funds, some institutional 

going progressively to a real SRI implication.  

 

Amounts in dedicated management for French institutional investors are, at the end of 

2006, €5.6 billion against €1.7 billion in 2005. 

 

This growth in dedicated management, prognosticated last year, comes from this activation of 

SRI mandates of FRR (Fonds de Réserve des Retraites) or of AGIRC-ARCCO during 2006. It is 

also a consequence of ERAFP’s decision (Etablissement de la Retraite Additionnelle de la 

Fonction Publique) to start managing internally its bonds investments with SRI principles.  

 

The activation of equities SRI mandates in delegated management during 2007 should 

accentuate the development of dedicated management inflows, in delegated or intern 

management. We could think that an increasing number of institutional investors will choose 

an SRI dedicated management. 

 

In delegated management, foreigner suppliers manage €1.6 billion for French institutional 

whereas French suppliers3 manage for this same institutional about €1.3 billion, so a total of 

€2.9 billion (+71%). The rest of inflows is constituted by intern management of ERAFP. 

 

Till now, traditional SRI customers (foundations, religious organization and associations) 

were largely in majority in dedicated SRI management. Nevertheless, in 2006, this has been 

modified with a more important representation of important French institutional investors 

of retirement. The category which is on the head of the representation with 44% of inflows is 

public and governmental organizations because of FRR. Then we find religious 

organizations with 15%, retirement and personal protection funds and insurance 

companies (14%). 

 

French institutional prefer, on financial aspect, investments on Euro and Europe zones (73%) 

and diversified management (63% of delegated management inflows). 

 

On methodological process adopted for SRI, in dedicated delegated management, inclusion 

approaches like “Best in class” are more used (91% for 64% last year) whereas exclusion 

approaches (armament, human rights) decline (64% for 70% in 2005). This change can be 

                                                 
3 Asset management companies which most of the SRI funds management, marketing, distribution in mutual 
management are taken place in France.  
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linked to evolutions in types of institutional investors. Indeed, today, traditional customer in 

SRI, less represented, was highly interested by exclusion. But, we can stress that an 

important institutional investor like ERAFP made the choice, in its SRI charter, to have 

exclusion criteria on human rights violation. 

 

In terms of shareholder activism, which concerned principally dialogue with 

companies, they strengthen in dedicated delegated management for French institutional; 

because they represent 64% of inflows manage in 2006 against 23% in 2005. On the other 

hand, as intern SRI management of ERAFP concerns the bonds market, this actor is not directly 

concerned by this practice suitable for equities market.  

 

Leaders in the French SRI market 
 
 
Five French asset management firms manage more than 600 million euros, mostly invested in 

mutual-type funds. They are AGF AM, BNP Paribas AM, Macif Gestion, Natexis and 

I.DE.AM.  

 

The most prominent asset managers in dedicated management for French institutionals 

(outside the integration approach) are Dexia AM, AGF AM, CIC-CM, HSBC Investments et 

Ixis AM.  

 

The strongest asset managers in the field of dedicated management for French institutional 

investors if integration approaches are includes are Crédit Agricole AM, AXA IM, Groupama 

AM et Capital International.  

 

The two leading players in SRI employee savings management are AXA IM and Natexis AM. 

 

On a European scale, the asset managers, rooted on the French SRI Market through SRI 

mutual funds and dedicated funds, which are managing the biggest amount of money French 

and foreigners investors added are Capital International, Dexia AM, Sarasin AM and 

Pictet AM, followed by AGF AM and BNP AM.  
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